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During a natural disaster, there are often large amounts of satellite and aerial imagery that require
image analysis. It is difficult for imagery specialists to analyze these large volumes of data in a
timely manner, much less distribute intelligence products to emergency management agencies.
Machine learning has the promise to solve much of the image analysis workload, as it avoids the
need for experts to manually digitize features on each image. Textron Systems’s Feature
Analyst™ Extension for the ArcGIS® platform uses machine learning to classify aerial and
satellite imagery. This allows image analysts to focus their energy on creating intelligence
products from the classified imagery. In addition, Textron Systems’ Lidar Analyst™ for ArcGIS
extension automates the extraction of elevation features and provides the capability to build
elevation products. Additional intelligence can be created in Textron Systems’ RemoteView™
imagery analysis software. These products can be disseminated through the cloud to users via
RVcloud™ software. A test case will be shown that uses recent aerial and satellite imagery of
flooding from Hurricane Harvey in Houston, Texas.
Introduction
Natural disasters demand quick responses by state, local and federal agencies in order to provide
timely and helpful emergency management services. Remotely sensed data can be of vital
importance in assessing the scale of damage and in directing resources to the hardest hit
locations. It is essential that this remotely sensed data be organized and staged in a cloud location
that can be readily accessed by a wide range of users, from decision makers to GIS analysts. In
addition, it is critical that users of the data are not only able to visually examine the remotely
sensed images, but also to have access to a suite of tools to exploit the imagery and create image
analysis products. Finally, their results need to be disseminated to other users for decisive action.
Data should also be available to local systems for specialized processing and analysis. For that
reason, the cloud remote sensing data management solution needs to have an intuitive and
efficient data download system that allows users the capability to download selected images to
their local systems. The following software products address this complex and mission-critical
workflow.
GeoCatalog™ Enterprise is a scalable data management system from Textron that allows for very
efficient organization of remote sensing data in the cloud. RVcloud is a web based image analysis
program that provides a strong set of tools to quickly roam through imagery, create annotations,
measurements and graphics for regions of interest, and publish that intelligence. The Feature
Analyst and Lidar Analyst extensions for ArcGIS are two desktop software packages from Textron
Systems that can quickly process large volumes of data and generate detailed analysis products
that can then be pushed to users via RVcloud. RemoteView is a robust desktop image analysis
platform that can do in-depth image analysis, creating both 2D and 3D analysis products that can
be disseminated via RVcloud.
In the test case that follows, Digital Globe satellite imagery for Hurricane Harvey will be used to
show the effectiveness of using Textron Systems cloud and desktop software. This software will
be used to organize remotely sensed data, analyze that data and disseminate geospatial
intelligence products to users. The Digital Globe data used in this test case is of the Houston area
for the date of August 31, 2017, which was one of the peak days of flooding in the city during
Hurricane Harvey.
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Background: Textron Systems Cloud/Desktop Processing Options
Textron Systems offers a robust suite of cloud and desktop software that can perform a vital role
in disaster management. An overview of how the various software packages combine to form a
cohesive package is shown below:

Figure 1: Workflow for data Management and analysis using Textron Systems software suite









GeoCatalog Enterprise: A web based data cataloging service, cloud deployable with
Amazon Web Services™. GeoCatalog Enterprise can ingest, access, manage and archive
all geospatial holdings, and users can quickly locate needed imagery and data and load
that data into the RVcloud browser for exploitation, or download the data to the desktop.
RVcloud: Web-based thin client that can be used on mobile and desktop, HTML5
compliant, loads in imagery/data from GeoCatalog Enterprise full suite of exploitation
tools, instant delivery of all high-fidelity imagery from all standard GEOINT formats, ondemand streaming of data for better performance in low-bandwidth environments.
Feature Analyst for ArcGIS: Machine learning capabilities, image classification and
processing, distributed processing of very large datasets.
Lidar Analyst for ArcGIS: Automated processing of Lidar data to extract bare earth
DEMs, buildings, tree canopy and tree points.
RemoteView Desktop: Advanced imagery exploitation and analysis tools. Offers
advanced terrain correction and mensuration tools, virtual mosaic capability and multiimage comparison and annotation tools.

Approach for Processing Data
The primary goal of the data processing was to use Textron Systems’ suite of geospatial software
to quickly generate intelligence reports in RVcloud that could be disseminated immediately and
perform more advanced analysis in the desktop environment, with those intelligence reports
eventually pushed to connected users via RVcloud.
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The strategy for processing the data was as follows:
1) Use GeoCatalog Enterprise to organize the data
2) Use RVcloud for identifying flooded areas and making quick reports
3) Use Feature Analyst to extract flooded regions as shapefiles
4) Use Lidar Analyst to extract bare earth DEMs and then raise the elevation bare earth in
areas that were flooded (as indicated in the shapefiles from Feature Analyst), then
calculate the flood depth for each building
5) Generate reports in RemoteView and push those reports to RVcloud
A more detailed description of each step in the process is given below:
Organizing Data in the Cloud: A large collection of Digital Globe imagery for Houston, Texas
was loaded into GeoCatalog Enterprise. The data includes imagery for Hurricane Harvey on one
of the peak flood dates of August 31, 2017, and pre-flood imagery for the same area to allow for
comparisons. The GeoCatalog Enterprise interface is shown below, with the entire grid of images
displayed for Houston in the lower pane (image outlines in orange):

Figure 2: The GeoCatalog Enterprise Web Interface showing search results for
the Houston, Texas area.

Selecting a Demonstration Area: Before and after images were selected in GeoCatalog
Enterprise and loaded into RVcloud to locate areas of flooding that were suitable for use in this
demonstration. A single 7.5 x 7.5 degree USGS cell in the urban Houston area was selected as
a study area to demonstrate the effectiveness of Textron Systems’ suite of cloud/desktop tools.
The selected USGS cell, with an area of roughly 167 square kilometers, is named “Hedwig Village”
and is shown below in relation to Houston, Texas:
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Figure 3: Hedwig Village USGS Quad.

Image courtesy of Here via ESRI.

This area had drainages that suffered significant flooding from Hurricane Harvey, as indicated for
a small sample area shown in the comparison view below:

BEFORE

AFTER

Figure 4: Before and after images showing flooding
Image courtesy of Digital Globe

Image Analysis in the Cloud: Imagery can be analyzed in the cloud using the RVcloud software,
and intelligence products can quickly be generated and pushed out to users. RVcloud offers fast
roaming through large datasets, mensuration tools and comparison tools so that before/after
comparisons can be done. A sample product is shown below, with the image marked up with
geographic points of interest for emergency personnel:
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Figure 5: Sample image analysis product in RVcloud.
Image courtesy of Digital Globe

Desktop Analysis: Other types of analysis products can be created in the desktop environment
and then pushed out to connected users via RVcloud. The Digital Globe images for August 31,
2017 were downloaded from GeoCatalog Enterprise for desktop processing using the download
option in GeoCatalog Enterprise.
Desktop Processing in RemoteView: RemoteView is a desktop imagery exploitation platform
widely used by the US Intelligence Community. The software offers unmatched performance to
roam large image datasets, performs terrain correction on the fly to allow precise positional
recording and mensuration, offers a large suite of tools to exploit imagery in both the 2D and 3D
environment and can publish reports in a variety of formats.
A sample of an intelligence report from RemoteView is shown below. The image shown has been
pansharpened in RemoteView and mensuration tools have been used to measure the height of
the building.
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Figure 6: Sample analysis product from RemoteView desktop.

Semi-automated Water Extraction Using Feature Analyst: Feature Analyst, an extension for
ArcGIS Desktop, uses machine learning to classify images. The user draws training polygons and
Feature Analyst uses the training examples to learn what the target features are, then extracts
those features from the given images. The extracted water features shown below are for a small
area of the USGS cell and are representative of the full image:

Figure 7: Feature Analyst water extraction results.
courtesy of Digital Globe

Image
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Total Area Extracted Elapsed Time

Hedwig
Village 167
USGS Quad
kilometers

Classification Time
per
square
kilometer
15
square
kilometers/minute

square 11 minutes

Figure 8: Table showing water extraction results.

The Feature Analyst semi-automated extraction process extracted water features as a shapefile
from the 167 square kilometers in the Hedwig USGS in 11 minutes, which is 15 square kilometers
per minute. This is a very efficient way to extract flood coverage from images, and frees up
analysts from having to manually digitize these features.
Calculating Flood Levels at Building Locations Using Lidar Analyst: Lidar Analyst, an
extension to ArcGIS Desktop works directly with any type of aerial Lidar data, automatically
extracting bare earth, buildings and trees. Lidar point cloud data from 2008 for Houston was
downloaded from the Texas Natural Resources Information System (https://tnris.org/data-catalog/
) and processed in Lidar Analyst to extract bare earth layers and to extract buildings and building
points. The figure below shows the raw point cloud, as well as typical products that are extracted
from the point cloud using Lidar Analyst. The products below show a small sample section of the
selected USGS quad.

Lidar Point Cloud

Last Return DEM

Bare Earth DEM

Automated
Results

Building

Extraction

Figure 9: Lidar Analyst products from a typical point cloud.
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Each building that is extracted from the point cloud by Lidar Analyst has many attribute fields that
are automatically calculated by the software, including the ground elevation (base height) of the
building:

Figure 10: Ground height in Lidar Analyst building attribute table.

The Lidar Analyst product has an automatic extraction process is very efficient in processing large
areas. Statistics for the extracted features in the Hedwig USGS section are shown below:

Hedwig
Quad

Square
Bare Earth
Kilometers Extraction
(minutes)
USGS 167
504

Number of Buildings Extracted per Minute
Buildings
Extracted
48844
96

Figure 11: Statistics for Lidar Analyst extractions.

The flooding extent shapefile that was extracted earlier from the satellite imagery for the USGS
quad was brought into Lidar Analyst, and using this file a re-interpolation was done on the bare
earth DEM to add the flood height to the bare earth surface to create a new “flood level DEM.”
For illustration purposes, the screenshot below shows the flood water in pink in a 3D view, with
affected buildings surrounded by the water. Note that the buildings are shown on the bare earth
surface:
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Figure 12: Buildings in 3D view on bare earth DEM with flood layer overlapping some
homes.

A flood calculation was done for each building by subtracting the base elevation level for each
building from the Lidar Analyst derived flood inundation level at that same location. The drawing
below illustrates this calculation:

Figure 13: Calculation for flood depth.

As a result of this calculation, each building affected in the flooded region of the Hedwig USGS
quad was assigned a value that shows the depth to which the building was flooded. The building
polygons were converted to points, and symbology was applied to show the flood depth levels.
Results for one of the sections in the Hedwig Village tile are shown below:
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Figure 14: Building points showing symbology for flood depth calculation layer.
Imagery courtesy of Digital Globe.

Next, map products showing building points affected by the flooding were pushed out to RVcloud:

Figure 15: Map product in RVcloud.
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Conclusion
Textron Systems’ geospatial suite of tools, utilizing both cloud and desktop environments, help
analysts process large collections of satellite imagery and other ancillary data and speed the
distribution of intelligence products to analysts and decision makers. In the test case showing the
use of Textron Systems’ software suite for Hurricane Harvey, the capabilities demonstrated show
that the software brings a robust toolset to bear on the problem, giving managers and GIS analysts
solutions to find imagery, exploit that imagery and quickly produce analysis products that can
show the impacts of the storm and direct resources to where they will be most helpful.

Textron Systems Geospatial Solutions is an operating unit of Textron Systems, a Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) company.
© 2018 Overwatch Systems, Ltd. ArcGIS is a trademark of Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. Amazon
Web Services is a trademark of Amazon Technologies, Inc. RemoteView, Feature Analyst, Lidar Analyst, GeoCatalog
and RVcloud are trademarks of Overwatch Systems, Ltd.
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